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l..Introduction
Much attention has' been devoted to SOI CMOS

technology for high performance disital. RF and analoE
circuit applications, and their intelration into VLSIsI
Inw-frequency (LF) noise is an im-portant parameter in
analog abplichtidns. Common LF ntiise in MOSFets is
flickei (1/0 noise and much effort has been spent in
understairdiirg and reducing this for better performince in
VISI circuitsl

L/f noise is sensitive to the sate oxide interface. and it
increases due to generated oxidE-charse and interfabe-traos
after hot carriei stress, which haE been reported ln
conventional bulk-Si MOSFETq t1]-t31. On the oiher hand,
fo.r..floating-lody. partially-depleied -(PD) SOI MOSFETs,
additional LF nbislt: with a lorentziran-like spectrum ha6
recently been observed [4], and the oriein of this excess
noise has been investigated t5lt6l (this is-explained in more
detail in the next sEction).'Tfo'ivever, the influence of
hot-carrier stress on LF'noise in -floatins-bodv 

SOI
MOSFETs has not yet, to our knowledee. been rEoorted.

In this paper, fof thb first time, we r-edort on tfie impact of
hot-carriei stress on the LF noisb charicteristics pecriliar to
fl ogt!$-!ody SOIMOSFETs, including tully-depleted (FD)
and PD SOIMOSFETs.

2. Excess Inw-Frequency Noise in SOI MOSFEIb
Floating-body PD SOI MOSFETs exhibit excess LF noise

with a Inientzian-like spectrum, when the drain bias exceeds
the kink onset voltagb, as shown in Fis.L. The noise
Eectru.m- exhibits a plateau.up.to a characteiistic frequency.
The origin of the excess norse rs considered to be shot noije
{ue to the impact ionization current, which flows through the
floating-body to the source, and- the bodv-source tiode
current [51. The shot noise causes fluctuatiohs in the bodv
potential dn{ thg threshold voltage, and consequently fea{ito excess noise in drain current. Althoueh the excess nolse ls
clearly present in PD SOI MOSFETs, iT is also present even
in FD SOI MOSTEE depending 6n the gat'e and drain
voltages, as shown in Fie. 2.

W[en such a LorcntZian-like excess noise aDDears in the
spectrum, the. frequency region that contributes ifre dominant
nbise power is around ihe dharacteristic frequencv accordins
!q the Uf_ noise tangent principle [7].'Theiefore, thi;
bias-dependent unstabfe exiess iroise is an undesirable
pnenomenon.

3. Experimental
FD-and PD SOI nMOSFETs were used in this studv. Thev

have single drain structures, and no bodv contacts. The eati)
oxide is 5 nm thick, the top.silicon layer is 50 nm thick,"and
the gate -length and witlth are 0.24 U m and 8 lt m,
respectively. These devices were fabricated on a SIMOX
wafer with a buried oxide of 1,00 nm thick. LF noise was
measured with an Agilent Technologies set-up consistine of
a HP 894104 vecfor signal analvzer. an'EG&G fig+
ultra-low noise preamplifier, and a ShibaSoku pAL4A1
ultra-low noise DC sourbe.

4. Hot-Carrier-Induced Instabilitv in LF Noise
Fullv - D epleted MOSF ETs
_ Hot-cairier stress was performed atYe=)..) V and Vc=0.2
V for 3 min, and the LF'noise was mea-sured in norma"l and

reverse (source and drain interchanged) modes. Input
referred rioise spectra measured in both niodes before dnd
after stress are shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b), respectively. It is
found from these figures thIt, afier stres!,'(i) lft noise power
increases as in conventional bulk Si MOSFETs, and Gi) the
Lorentzian-like excess noise is surprisinglv suopiebsed.
Considering the following experimental reltilts, it^can be
concluded t'hat the suppreision of the excess noide is caused
by the restraint of th-e-floating body effect due to interface
tr-aps senerated bv hot-carrier-Itress.

ttrJ dependency of the threshold voltage V1 upon Vp in
both mod-es beforb and after stress are sh-own in Fig. 4:Vr
lowering !n the region Vo>1 V due to parasitic bipolir actiori,
i.e., thdfloating Sodv Jffect, is supiressed in ^the reverse
mode after streis. Fiiures 5(a) and ?b) show subthreshold
characteristics at VD='0.1 V ah0 2.1 V in each mode before
and after stress. An abnormal increase in the drain current
4!r" t^o par_asitic bipolar action observed in the initial stages at
Y>=Z.I V is sup-pressed in the reverse mode after sJress.
These phenomena are caused bv the suporession of the
floatine bodv effect due to hot-canier-eeherated interface
traps [8], i.e- excess holes in the body p"roduced bv impact
ionrizaiion effectivelv recombine with- electrons 

-via'the
generated interface trlps.

Partiallv - D epleted M OS F ETs
Hot-iarrier stress was performed atYs=/.) V and Vo=0.7

V for 4 min. Input referred noise spectra in both modes
before and after- stress are shown iir Fies. 6(a) and ft).
respectively, and, the Vr dependencv uDon V. inUottr moddi
before and-after stress are'shown"in^Fie. 7. For PD SOI
MOSFETs, the impact of hot-carrier-indu-ced interface traps
on LF noise is not so sienificant. compared with FD SOI
MOSFETs. However. it clan be s6en thht the characteristic
frequency becomes lower in the reverse mode after stress.

5. Conclusions
Hot-carrier-induced instability in I-orentzian-like excess

LF noise in floating-body SOI MOSFETs is reported for the
fust time. The excess nolse rs suppressed liy hot-carrier
stress in FD SOI MOSFETs. Suili an effeit is not so
significant in PD SOI MOSFETs. but the characteristic
frEquency in the excess noise speitrum shifts after stress.
lhgise plienomena_are caused by^suppression of the floating
body effect due to hot-carrier-geheraled interface traps.
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Fig. l.Input refered noise spectra in FD-
and PD-mode SOI MOSFETS.
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Fig.Z. Lnrentzian-like excess noise in
FD SOI MOSFETS.
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Fig.4. Threshold voltage dependency upon

drain voltage in normal and reverse modes

before and after stress for FD SOI MOSFETS.
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Fig.3.Input refered noise spectra in FD SOI MOSFETs before

and after hot-carrier stress. (a) Normal mode, (b) Reverse mode.
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Fig. 5. Subthreshold and gn characteristics before and after stress

in FD SOI MOSFETs. (a) Normal mode, (b) Reverse mode.
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Fig.l. Threshold voltage dependency upon

drain voltage in normal and revetse modes

before and after stress for PD SOI MOSFETs.
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Fig. 6.Input refered noise spectra in PD SOI MOSFETs before

and after hot-carrier stress. (a) Norrnal mode, (b) Reverse mode.
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